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Central high-performance ECUs (HPCs)

Zone gateway ECU

HPC: 
• Central Element of Server-based Vehicle 

Architecture
• Enable for connected and automated driving
• ASIL-B (separate ASIL-D controller)
• Cyber Security 

Zone Controller:
• Separate I/O from compute
• Gateway and com. backbone 
• High Speed Ethernet for centralized data 

streams
• ASIL-B to ASIL-D
• Cyber Security

Sensor / Actuator (I/O):
• Radar, Lidar, Camera Devices
• Electric- steering, breaking
• Body and Chassis Controller, xEV Controller
• ASIL-D and ASIL-B
• Cyber Security

Sensor/Actuator ECUs
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• The Parallel Processing Unit (PPU / ARC EV71) is used as an accelerator for Host Cores 
to offload it for dedicated use cases.

• Linear Algebra are a perfect use case to execute on the PPU (e.g. main use for Radar devices)

• Filter algorithms to execute on PPU to execute in parallel to the Host Cores (e.g. Kalman Filter)

• Any Matrix operations / mathematics are accelerable by the PPU
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• The Host Core’s and the PPU must interact, communicate and exchange data
• The input- and result- data requires a defined exchange mechanism
• As there are more Host Cores than PPUs, a priority scheduling is required
• Preempting a low priority job to enable a higher one

• The PPU executes code behalf of the Host Core. Safety/Security applicable for 
Host Core App. applies also to PPU 

• What needs to be qualified against ISO 26262 and ISO 21434

Parallel Processing Unit
PPU

Accelerator SW – ASIL-B-D

Inter Core Communication and Shared Memory

Host Core 1
User App
ASIL-B-D

Host Core 2
User App
ASIL-B-D

Host Core 3
User App
ASIL-B-D

Host Core…
User App
ASIL-B-D

Host Core and PPU relevant part of SoC – Target System 
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Parallel Processing Unit
PPU

User Kernel

Inter Core Communication and Shared Memory

Host Core 1

User App

Host Core 2

User App

Host Core 3

User App

Host Core…

User App

Tool Chain for PPU
Compiler Tool Chain

Tool Chain for Host Core’s
Compiler Tool Chain

Build Environment

Software Qualification against 
ISO26262 and ISO21434 is 
required

Tool Qualification against 
IOS26262 and ISO21434 is 
required

Host Core and PPU relevant part of SoC – Target System 

• A build environment consists of several tools to convert source code into an executable to operate on a SoC
• A Compiler Tool Chain is the main part of the build environment
• The source code is the main part that executes on the target system
• Both parts require a qualification against ISO 26262 and ISO 21434.
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Main chapter related to tools
used in the build process

Relevant for safety critical
target software development

Supporting guidlines for build
tools and runtime software
qualification
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Supplier delivered 
Information

• Toolset user manuals
• Pre-determined max ASIL level
• Toolset constraints for safety related 

development
• Known malfunctions and mitigations

Customer Supplied 
Information

• Safety Plan
• Configuration of SW Tool
• Use Cases of SW Tool
• Tool environment
• Max ASIL of safety requirements

Tool 
malfunction 

can introduce 
an error in the 
safety-related 
software OR 
fail to detect 

errors

No

Amount of 
confidence that 

a tool 
malfunction 

will be 
prevented or 

detected

High

Low*Yes

No Tool Qualification 
needed

Qualification Method**:
‘Validation of the SW Tool’

*Low or Medium
**ASIL A, B, C Qualification Method:

‘Evaluation of the tool development process’

TI2: Tool impacts final 
quality of the product

TI1: No Tool impact
TCL1: No Tool confidence needed

TCL2 or TCL3: High Tool 
confidence is needed

TD1: If Tool malfunctions and failure 
is detectable later in the process

TD2 or TD3: If Tool malfunctions and failure 
is not detectable later in the process

9

“++” Indicates that the method is highly recommended for the identified ASIL
“+”    Indicates that the method is recommended for the identified ASIL
ISO 26262-8:2018 Chapter 4.3 Interpretation of tables



• Exact Product Version / Identification

• Evidence of ISO compliance. Validation test suite result‘s. 
Test cases shall be provided upon customer request.

• Details of tool options qualified for ASIL development.
Describing the safe use of the product. 

• Tool application guidelines for customer for ASIL qualification

• A document for safety manager to verify  ISO 26262 
requirements versus tool vendor qualification methods.

• Description of the errata management
• Up to date and detailed issue listing
• Qualification of issues. E.g., Low, Mid or High impact
• Description how to mitigate the issues

• Conformance to the defined/applied software development 
process (e.g., ASPICE)

• The Safety Manual can contain a security manual that 
addresses Cybersecurity conformation. 

Requirement
mapping

Application
guidelines
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Issue listing

Test Results

Highlighted in Green: Data to be provided by the Safety Manual vendor
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• Determined by legislation regarding type approval
• In 2020 the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) released a 

regulation(not legally binding) on uniform provisions concerning the approval of 
vehicles with regards to cybersecurity and cybersecurity management system (aka WP.29)

• In the European Union, the new regulation on cybersecurity will become mandatory
(turned into legislation) for all new vehicle types from July 2022 and will become mandatory
for all new vehicles produced from July 2024

• Cybersecurity will be nonnegotiable for securing market access and type approval in the future (product liability is of 
secondary importance)

• Regulation will affect the production of over 20 million cars yearly (excl. vans, trucks and busses)

• Japan & Korea are members of the UNECE and are implementing the “cybersecurity regulation” into legislation

• The USA adopted the ISO/SAE 21434 Road vehicles — Cybersecurity Engineering standard, which was developed in 
cooperation between the ISO and the US based Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) it replaces the Cybersecurity 
Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle Systems that was released in 2016.
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The cybersecurity standard contains normative references 
to parts of the ISO 26262 FuSa standard thereby integrating  
the functional safety (ISO 26262) and the cybersecurity (ISO 
21434) lifecycles

Tool qualification requirements can be deduced from this 
section. Details follow on next slide

Guidance from this section shall be used to analyze 
cybersecurity related threats, risks, and remediations 
related to your software and tools.
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• Text from ISO 21434:5.4.5 Tool Management

• 5.4.5 Tool Management

• [RQ-05-14] Tools that can influence the cybersecurity of an item or component shall be managed.
NOTE: Such management can be established by:

• Application of the user manual with errata;
• Protection against unintended usage or action;
• Access control for the tool users; and/or
• Authentication of the tool

• [RC-05-15] An appropriate environment to support remedial actions for cybersecurity incidents (see 13.3) should be 
reproducible until the end of cybersecurity support for the product.

• The tool shall be managed!

• This is the only requirement that needs to be satisfied
• How to interpret this requirement, what are we supposed to do?

Copyright TASKING Germany GmbH        Highlighted in Green: Data to be provided by the Security Manual vendor
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• The ISO cybersecurity standard does not describe a tool qualification process 

• To solve this issue, we look to ISO 26262 which is frequently referenced by ISO 21434. 
ISO 26262 specifies several tool qualification methods: 

1. Increased confidence from use 
2. Evaluation of the development process 
3. Tool validation 
4. Development in accordance with a safety standard. 

• For higher ASILs either method “Tool validation” or “Development in accordance with a safety standard” shall be used

• So, to qualify a tool for cybersecurity related software development it shall be shown that 
either the tool meets its cybersecurity related requirements (tool validation) or that the 
tool is developed in accordance with a cybersecurity standard
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• The process applied by TASKING is based on the Systems Security Engineering (SSE) Techniques 
published by the National Cybersecurity FFRDC (NCF) part of MITRE, a non-profit organization 
funded by the US government.

• FMEA: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
To analyze the potential cybersecurity related risks that a Compiler Toolchain can
introduce into the user's software
• The behavior of the compiled software shall not violate the intentions of the user 

under both "normal" and under "cybersecurity attack" conditions.
• Analysis is done by engineers with an in-depth knowledge about the 

Compiler Toolchain and its internals

• TARA: Threat Analysis and Remediation Analysis
• The Common Known Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC), Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) and 

Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE) databases provide input for this analysis. These databases 
contain known patterns of attack, known weakness types, and known cybersecurity 
vulnerabilities, and provide ways for risk assessment and remediation.

• Tool supplier should execute this cybersecurity analysis and You should use the results
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• The output of the FMEA and TARA process are:
• Security related requirements to be implemented by the supplier of the toolset, and
• Security related guidelines to be implemented by the user of the toolset

• The results of the compiler security qualification are described in the 
Toolset’s Safety & Security Manual and addresses:

• The correct usage of the tool
• By providing guidelines that explain how to prevent or mitigate security related 

risks associated with the compilation process and by explaining the facilities embedded 
in the compiler that protect against cybersecurity attacks

• Protection against unintended usage or action
• By implementing facilities in the compiler that protect against unintended actions and 

by explaining the residual risks related to the compilation and optimization process
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• Any Build Tool used within automotive software production must be described in the Safety Manual
• Tools with a TCL 2,3 require a Tool qualification
• The confidence level influences the tool qualification effort

• It is recommended to precisely define the tools to be used in the build process of productive software
• The number of tools used influences the tool qualification effort

• ISO 21434 does not describe tool qualification in detail
• It references ISO 26262 which is known already (lower risk)
• As TCL1,2,3 does not exist in ISO 21434 a Cybersecurity Tool Management is required

• Safety Manual to be provided by the tool supplier
• Upfront check if Safety Manual can be provided (e.g. Open Source Tools)
• The Safety Manual describes the safe and secure use of the tool (e.g., recommended tool options)

• Third party software suppliers
• Do they use exact the same build tools (e.g., exact same version / build number)
• Different version of the same tool might not be covered by the Safety Manual 
• Different versions have different issues not covered by applied risk mitigation  
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Contact us directly
www.tasking.com/contact

Follow us on LinkedIn 
www.linkedin.com/company/tasking-inc

Follow us on WeChat

Sign up to get the latest news from TASKING®
www.tasking.com/subscribe

Upcoming webinars, events and exhibitions
www.tasking.com/events

STAY CONNECTED
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MEET US AT ARC SUMMIT

Demo at evening networking reception

TASKING presenting its 
SmartCode development environment for 
Infineon TC4x including an ARC EV71 (PPU)

Including Safety Manual
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